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The Auto Body Estimator Software Series 35
Providing easy-to-use and affordable auto body estimating software since 1991.
The current Auto Body Estimator 35 Software has been called Archaic, old-fashioned DOS that has no place in
today’s high tech windows environment. And though it may appear to some to be a old-fashioned DOS program, the
truth is that is a genuine Windows 32 bit program!
This version represents over 26 years of continuous development. Although it utilizes the keyboard for many of the
commands, there are also many mouse functions as well.
For those who cannot get used to this software’s user interface and keyboard commands, we recommend to move
on to another estimating software package with the more familiar windows screen. There are several very good
ones on the market. But you’ll have to dig deeper into your pocket to pay for it.

The Main Menu

The Main Menu is the starting point for all functions of the software. From here you can write new estimates, find previously written
estimates, edit software settings and check for software updates.

Current Estimates on File

After Pressing the “F” Key (Find Damage Report), the screen below will appear. This is a list of previously written estimates and
supplement that are sorted by owners name. If you do not find the estimate you are looking for, you can search by name, phone
number, date, license plate, Vin or by most recent estimates written. You use the mouse or Enter Key to view the report.

The Owner/Vehicle Screen

The Owner/Vehicle screen below is the first screen to appear after making your selection. As you can see, it contains all the necessary admin fields of the estimate. From this screen you can navigate to the other screens (Line Items, Insurance, Notes, etc.) simply
by pressing the letter highlighted on the screen tab-for example press the “T” key for Totals/Rates screen or “P” key to print. the
fields are there if you need them..

Line Item Details

After pressing the “L” Key (Line Items) the screen below appears. You can Add New Line Items or Edit Line Items. You can obtain
Part Prices and do a shortcut entry of the prices into each record.

Adding Line Items

In the Line Items Scree, you Press the “A” Key to Add New Line Items. The Window on the Right Upper Screen appears first (Parts/
Labor Groups) and the Window on the Left are the parts of the Group that you selected. Part Prices are manually entered when you
press the “W” Key to view Part Prices and Part Illustrations. Operations are listed at the bottom of the screen:

The Insurance Screen
The Insurance screen below appears after making after pressing the “I” Key. As you can see, it contains all the necessary Insurance claims fields necessary when there is a claim involved. You do not have to fill out every field. The fields are there if you need
them..

The Notes Screen

The Images Screen
You get to this screen after pressing the “G” Key. This is where you can view images that you have imported into the estimate. You
can browse and view the images and add caption notes as well.

The Totals/Rates Screen
After pressing the “T” Key (Totals/Rates) you can view the summary data of the estimate. And you can change the Labor Rates,
Paint & Material Rates, Deductible and tax rates which will changes the total amount of the estimate. Everything is recalculated
automatically.

The Setup Menu

After Pressing the “S” Key at the Main Menu, you will see the Setup Sub Menu shown below. This is where you can customize the
settings so every time you write a new estimate, your preferences in Admin Data, Labor, tax, Parts and Materials will be automatically transferred to your new estimate.

